4
things
we’ve
learnt
this
issue

Rice
pudding
can be a religious
experience. Just
ask its three
million cooks
(see page 100).
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Ski reps
get a 20%
discount on their
drinks at resort
bars — and on
your drinks, too,
if you ask them
nicely (see
page 31).
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Barbados
isn’t all
softie-luxe
loungers ’n’ spas:
there are actual
sharks off the
northern tip (see
page 58, and pray
for Simon Cowell).
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Greta
Garbo
used to work in
Stockholm’s NK
department store
— and you can still
shop there today,
dah-ling (see
page 126).

4

From the editor

Contributors

Flying back from the US last week, I used
the plane’s seat-to-seat text messaging
system (yes, that exists now; you access it
through your inflight entertainment telly)
to send an invitation to the girl in short
shorts two rows in front of me.
She wasn’t keen, it turned out, so I tried
the bored-looking chap sat in the exit row,
but nothing doing there either. Long shot,
sure, but I even sent a cheeky little ‘how about it?’ to whoever the
lucky blighter reclining in seat 1A might be… No response. I gave up
after that and was reduced to using the plane’s virtual chatroom
(yep, that’s a thing too) to send my invitation to every one of the
BA Dreamliner’s 216 seats at once: ‘Please come and see my mobile
phone holiday snaps on the seatback screen at seat 38K’ (uh-huh,
you can do that as well; you just need your phone’s charging cable).
And still — can you believe this? — no takers.
I’m sure this doesn’t happen to Eric Nathan or Cedric Arnold…
But then again, their pictures are 300 to 400 times better than mine
(see their luminous Morocco and Kerala shoots, respectively, on pages
82 and 100). Great photography has always been a huge part of The
Sunday Times Travel Magazine, but it’s not only about gazing agog:
in our trademark ‘100% useful’ Knowledge section every month,
we take tips from some of the world’s best travel snappers (this issue,
Adam Woodworth; see page 34) — so that we can all produce shots
that will make the rest of the plane crane their necks for a glimpse.
Try it — and send us a good old-fashioned tweet (@ST_TravelMag) to
let us know how you get on!
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Ed Grenby,
Editor

lebawit girma
WRITER, CARIBBEAN
(page 72)
Based in sunny Puerto
Plata (tough life),
Dominican Republic
guidebook author
Lebawit has explored
the entire country solo.
Lebawit’s tip: ‘The
highways are excellent,
so rent a car. You can
drive from Constanza’s
mountains to the
gorgeous beaches of
Puerto Plata in about
three hours.’

ERIC NATHAN
PHOTOGRAPHER,
MOROCCO (page 82)
Eric’s third Morocco trip
came 20 years after
his first — and little has
changed, though the
cacophony of Djemma
el Fna, Marrakech’s
chaotic main market
square, is now even
louder, he says.
Eric’s tip: ‘Try Le Grand
Balcon du Café Glacier:
£1.40 buys you a drink
and a top photo opp
from the terrace.’

EMMA BEDDINGTON
WRITER, BRUSSELS
(page 130)
Emma moved to
Brussels nine years
ago for work. The
job soon fell by the
wayside, but the city
— exasperating and
surreal — stuck.
Emma’s tip: ‘If beer
isn’t your thing, try
a “half and half”,
beloved by Brussels’
barfly pensioners:
50:50 sweet white
and sparkling wine.’

MINTY CLINCH
WRITER, ST ANTON
(page 138)
Avid skier Minty has
been to St Anton at
least 20 times since
1965. ‘It’s the resort
where I stroll down the
main street and know
I’ve come home.’
Minty’s tip: ‘St Anton
is a stop on the fast,
reliable train service
from Vienna to Zürich,
making it one of the
easiest resorts to get
to by public transport.’
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TotalGuide
The Caribbean

Everything you need to know about the islands’ greatest hits — which will be your perfect match?

Page 54 Want

smooth sailing?
Antigua will chill
you out in minutes

Page 62 High

Fidel-ity: there’s
never a dull moment
in feisty Cuba

Page 74 Natural

beauty and natural
thrills: say hallelujah
for Saint Lucia
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